## 1. Product And Company Identification

### Supplier
CUSTOM BUILDING PRODUCTS  
10400 Pioneer Blvd., Unit #3  
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670  
UNITED STATES  
Company Contact: GEORGE MARCINA  
Telephone Number: (562) 968-2980 Ext 103  
FAX Number: (562) 903-2697  
E-Mail: georgem@cbpmail.net  
Web Site: www.custombuildingproducts.com

### Manufacturer
CUSTOM BUILDING PRODUCTS  
10400 Pioneer Blvd., Unit #3  
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670  
UNITED STATES  
Company Contact: GEORGE MARCINA  
Telephone Number: (562) 968-2980 Ext 103  
FAX Number: (562) 903-2697  
E-Mail: georgem@cbpmail.net  
Web Site: www.custombuildingproducts.com

### Issue Date:
07/11/2007

### Product Name:
STONESPECIFIC POLISHED GRANITE SEALER

### CAS Number:
Not Established

### Chemical Formula:
mixture

### MSDS Number:
537

### Product Code:
3401

## 2. Composition/Information On Ingredients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient Name</th>
<th>CAS Number</th>
<th>Percent Of Total Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOBUTYL ETHER</td>
<td>112-34-5</td>
<td>1 - 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 3. Hazards Identification

### Primary Routes(s) Of Entry
- Eye Contact, Ingestion, Inhalation, Skin Contact

### Eye Hazards
- WILL CAUSE EYE IRRITATION.

### Skin Hazards
- MAY CAUSE IRRITATION

### Ingestion Hazards
- May be harmful if swallowed.

### Inhalation Hazards
- MAY CAUSE NASAL, THROAT, OR LUNG IRRITATION.
4. First Aid Measures

**Eye**
IMMEDIATELY FLUSH EYES WITH LARGE AMOUNTS OF WATER. GET IMMEDIATE MEDICAL ATTENTION.

**Skin**
WASH OFF WITH WATER AND SOAP. IF IRRITATION PERSISTS, GET MEDICAL ATTENTION.

**Ingestion**
IF SWALLOWED, CALL A PHYSICIAN IMMEDIATELY. ONLY INDUCE VOMITING AT THE INSTRUCTION OF A PHYSICIAN. NEVER GIVE ANYTHING BY MOUTH TO AN UNCONSCIOUS PERSON.

**Inhalation**
REMOVE PERSON TO FRESH AIR. IF NOT BREATHING, GIVE ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION. IF SYMPTOMS CONTINUE, CALL A PHYSICIAN.

5. Fire Fighting Measures

**Flash Point:** NONE °F  
**Lower Explosive Limit:** N/A  
**Upper Explosive Limit:** N/A  
**Fire And Explosion Hazards**
NONE.

**Extinguishing Media**
WATER, SPRAY, FOAM, CO2 AND DRY CHEMICAL.

**Fire Fighting Instructions**
WEAR FULL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING.

6. Accidental Release Measures

IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED, DIKE AREA AND ABSORB LIQUID WITH ABSORBENT INERT MATERIAL.

7. Handling And Storage

**Handling And Storage Precautions**
STORE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE. KEEP FROM FREEZING. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

**Work/Hygienic Practices**
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING PRINCIPLES SHOULD BE PRACTICED AT ALL TIMES.

8. Exposure Controls/Personal Protection

**Eye/Face Protection**
SAFETY GLASSES WITH SPLASH GUARDS ARE RECOMMENDED.

**Skin Protection**
IMPERVIOUS CHEMICAL RESISTANT GLOVES ARE RECOMMENDED.

**Respiratory Protection**
NONE REQUIRED.

**Other/General Protection**
NONE.

9. Physical And Chemical Properties

**Appearance**
CLEAR TO SLIGHTLY CLOUDY LIQUID.
### 9. Physical And Chemical Properties - Continued

**Odor**  
SLIGHT ODOR.

**Chemical Type:** Mixture  
**Physical State:** Liquid  
**Boiling Point:** 212 °F 100 °C  
**Specific Gravity:** 1.0  
**Percent Volatiles:** 95  
**Percent VOCs:** 6  
**Vapor Density:** WATER  
**pH Factor:** 7 - 8  
**Solubility:** COMPLETELY  
**Evaporation Rate:** 1

### 10. Stability And Reactivity

**Stability:** STABLE  
**Hazardous Polymerization:** WILL NOT OCCUR.

**Incompatible Materials**  
NONE KNOWN.

**Hazardous Decomposition Products**  
CARBON DIOXIDE, CARBON MONOXIDE AND HYDROGEN FLUORIDE.

### 11. Toxicological Information

**Ingredient(s) - Toxicological Data**  
DIETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOBUTYL ETHER  
Oral - LD 50 = 5080 mg/kg - rat  
Oral - LD 50 = 2406 mg/kg - mouse  
Dermal - LD 50 = 2764 mg/kg - rabbit

### 12. Ecological Information

No Data Available...

### 13. Disposal Considerations

DISPOSE OF PRODUCT IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL, STATE OR FEDERAL REGULATIONS.

**RCRA Information**  
NOT CONSIDERED RCRA WASTE

### 14. Transport Information

**DOT Shipping Label**  
NOT REGULATED

### 15. Regulatory Information

**Ingredient(s) - U.S. Regulatory Information**  
DIETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOBUTYL ETHER  
SARA Title III - Section 313 Form "R"/TRI Reportable Chemical  
SARA - Acute Health Hazard  
SARA - Chronic Health Hazard

**Ingredient(s) - State Regulations**  
DIETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOBUTYL ETHER  
New Jersey - Workplace Hazard
15. Regulatory Information - Continued

**Ingredient(s) - State Regulations - Continued**
- New Jersey - Environmental Hazard
- New York City - Hazardous Substance

16. Other Information

**HMIS Rating**
- Health: 1
- Fire: 0
- Reactivity: 0
- Personal Protection: C

**Revision/Preparer Information**
- MSDS Preparer: GEORGE MARCINA
- MSDS Preparer Phone Number: (323) 582-0846
- This MSDS Supersedes A Previous MSDS Dated: 11/14/2005

**Disclaimer**
THE INFORMATION PRESENTED HERE IS BELIEVED TO BE ACCURATE BUT IS NOT WARRANTED TO BE, WHETHER ORIGINATING WITH THE COMPANY OR NOT. RECIPIENTS ARE ADVISED TO CONFIRM IN ADVANCE OF NEED, THAT THE INFORMATION IS CURRENT AND SUITABLE TO THEIR CIRCUMSTANCES.
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